'An effective group spirit on a board is one that attracts its members, makes them want to work with one another, and gives them a sense of pride and satisfaction in the program and the board itself'. Cyril Houle
Competency
Integrity
Relationships
Proven Leader
READY TO LEAD

Who you believe is at the table?
RIGHT OR DONE?

Do the right thing or get it done?
DEVELOPMENT OF FOLLOWERS

Create leaders
Life

EMOTIONAL STABILITY
GUILT AND SHAME

Guilt and responsibility for others
SEIZE THE MOMENT

Charisma
LEADERSHIP CORE
TRAUMA

Pain and Shame
NEGLECT

Anxiety and Loneliness
ABUSE

Emotional and Physical
ADDICTION

Pills-Alcohol-Porn-Sex-Love-Gambling-Food
HEALTHY BALANCED LIFE

Getting to Wholeness
UNDERSTANDING THE JOURNEY

Back to the Basics
You Never Really Know What Happens Behind Closed Doors
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